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Contributions will be held by the Editor 
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All materials published herein are the 
opinions of the author. The Washington 
State Bowhunters assume no responsibility 
for the opinions expressed herein.
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WASHINGTON STATE BOWHUNTER PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE by John Pignotti

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

FAIR CHASE DEFINED
POPE AND YOUNG FAIR CHASE
The term “Fair Chase” shall not include the taking of animals under the 
following conditions:
1.  Helpless in a trap, deep snow or water, or on ice.
2. From any power vehicle or power boat.
3. By “jacklighting” or shining at night.
4. By the use of any tranquilizers or poisons.
5. While inside escape-proof fenced enclosures
6. By the use of any power vehicles or power boats for herding or driving 

animals, including the use of aircraft to land alongside or to communicate 
with or direct hunters on the ground.

7. By the use of electronic devices for attracting, locating, or pursuing game 
or guiding the hunter to such game, or by the use of a bow or arrow to 
which any electronic device is attached.

8. Any other condition considered by the Board of Directors as being 
unacceptable.

BOONE AND CROCKET CLUB FAIR CHASE STATEMENT
FAIR CHASE, is the ethical, sportsmanlike, and lawful pursuit and taking of 
any free ranging wild, native North American big game animal in a manner 
that does not give the hunter an improper advantage over such animals.
HUNTING ETHICS
1. Obey all applicable laws and regulations
2. Respect the customs of the locale where the hunting occurs
3. Exercise a personal code of behavior that refl ects favorably on your 

abilities and sensibilities as a hunter.
4. Attain and maintain the skills necessary to make the kill as certain and 

quick as possible.
5. Behave in a way that will bring no dishonor to either the hunter, the 

hunted or the environment.
6. Recognize that these tenants are intended to enhance the hunter’s 

experience of the relationship between predator and prey, which is one of 
the most fundamental relationships of humans and their environment.

Rendezvous is coming quick!  
June 25th – 27th are the 
dates.  We have the pleasure 

of being invited back to the Little 
Cayuse Ranch in Packwood again.  
We will be having our annual 
potluck dinner on Friday night.  
On Saturday night there will be a 
dinner and a general membership 
meeting following the dinner.  On 
Saturday, I will be setting up a 
small golf shoot as a novelty event 
and as always we will have the 
Saturday afternoon Long Elk Shoot.  
So please plan to come out and 
have some fun. 
 Another banquet is under our 
belt; it was another great event 
with good friends and equally as 
good menu.  Thanks to Main Event 
Catering for the terrifi c meal and 
a big thanks to Alan and Sam Baker for keeping all 
of us hydrated.   I would like to also thank everyone 
for their generous donations that help make the 
banquet a success.  Thanks to Ed Scullywest for 
keeping track of the raffl e tables, he always does a 
great job.  Congratulations go to Pat Newsome for 
receiving the Al Rinaldi Service award this year.  Pat 
is always there when you need a helping hand and 
I can’t think of anyone more deserving.  The Rich 
Severtson membership award was given to our new 
Vice President Shawn McCully for his tireless efforts 
in recruiting new members for the club.  Shawn has 

proven to be a go-getter and has 
signed up over 30 new members.  
Thanks Shawn for all your hard 
work.  So what did you think of 
our auctioneer Al Mangold?  He 
did a great job and I would like to 
give him a special thanks, and I 
hope to see him next year.
     We just fi nished up Memorial  
Day weekend at the Western 
States Traditional Rendezvous. 
It was a great turn-out event 
though the weather wasn’t 
totally cooperative.  The great 
seminars included Steve Gore, 
Fred Anderson, Curt Brisky 
and Joel Turner.  Yours truly ran 
the cook shack along with my 
partner Scot Walston, up every 
morning to make sure everyone 
had coffee at 5:30 a.m., burgers 

and hot dogs served all day along with a Saturday 
night dinner which went so smoothly you’d think 
we’ve done this before (4 years ago).  I would like to 
thank the following people for all their help: Scot and 
Dawn Walston, Shana Curtindale, Taylor Walston, 
Jacob Pignotti, Anissa Soria, Emma Curtindale, and 
Kim and Sarah Pignotti; without all the help, dinner 
would not have gone so well.

See ya down the road at Rendezvous,
John Pignotti
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Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to Vice-President McCully’s 
opinion piece in the last issue of The Washington 
Bowhunter regarding electronics on arrows. But before 
getting to the topic of electronic nocks, fi rst I’d like 
to call to your readers’ attention that an example of 
electronics-use that he refers to, perhaps as if it were 
a justifi cation for electronics in archery, is illegal in 
Washington; that being the use of radios to aid in the 
taking of big game animals. Let’s not have anyone 
inadvertently breaking that game law.

‘No electronics’ on bows and arrows is a long-standing 
line in the sand, put there to maintain what was 
intended to be a primitive-weapon sport with a low 
impact on big game populations. If a person wants to 
experiment with electronics they can opt to hunt with a 
modern fi rearm.

An electronic nock is an aid for taking a risky shot. It 
serves in shooting under poor, low light or, at worst, 
illegal conditions. When a decision is made to shoot an 
arrow we are supposed to be close with adequate light 
so that we are confi dent that we can make a good hit. 
And from a close distance with adequate shooting light, 
a brightly colored plastic nock, and/or bright-colored 

cresting and fl etching, shows up just fi ne.
We should not be out there releasing questionable 
arrows. One good shot a year is needed to kill an animal 
and fi ll that one tag that we can legally fi ll. And should 
we happen to lose that one successful arrow that is not 
too much to sacrifi ce. If however people are out there 
fl inging and losing so many arrows that they complain 
about the losses, then perhaps they shouldn’t be out 
there in the fi rst place.

And what’s more, we need to cooperate with the game 
department, not fi ght them on every little item. We 
want to be the good guys in their eyes.

The WSB bylaws state that the Pope & Young 
Club Rules of Fair Chase shall be the guideline for 
determining what is sporting and ethical in the taking 
of animals with the bow and arrow. The Rules of 
Fair Chase forbid the use of electronics attached to 
an arrow or a bow. Is the current Board of Directors 
prepared to rescind this long established objective of the 
organization? I hope that they are not!

     Dale Sharp
     Renton

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area
Cle Elum Area
Elk, Deer, Goat

Drop Camps, Guided Hunts
Summer Pack Trips &

Trail Rides

WSB Sponsor Outfi tter

Scott & Michele Montgomery

509-674-9661
www.3peaksoutfi tters.com
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Trailcams: the Good, the Bad and the Ugly

WSB
RENDEZVOUS

2O1O

June 25 - 27, 2010

Little Cayuse Ranch
Packwood, WA

Going out to pick up a trail cam, is a lot like 
Christmas. You don’t know what you’re going to 
get, but you’re excited to fi nd out.

 One of the cameras that we put out last year showed 
1200 pictures taken over a 3-month period. We were 
envisioning deer, elk, mountain lions, bears etc. etc.  Turns 
out we had focused on a preening spot the for the local 
chipmunk and we had captured him on the same log 
every day about twenty times a day grooming.
 I have been trying trail cams out for a number of years. 
The fi rst one took a picture of a bear about 50 feet away, 
the next picture was pair of ears and eyes only as the bear 
was trying to fi nd out what that clicking box was.
 Animals can be alerted by the sounds or lights a 
trailcam makes. The bear was alerted by the sound, but I 
have also had deer and coyotes investigate the red/green 
blinking light that goes off on some trailcams when they 
take a picture. I use electrical tape to cover those lights 
up now. White fl ashes or red leds for night pictures also 
bother deer from my experience. I have taken pictures 
where all you can see are the eyeballs out about 40 feet 
away watching the red leds. 
 There are some cameras with a “black” led fl ash that 
animals are not supposed to see. I bought one of those 
cameras and tried it out. I couldn’t see the fl ash, but the 
picture was all blurry of a raccoon going by in the front 
yard. I called/emailed the customer service but didn’t 
get any help, so I returned the camera. Unfortunately the 
retailer I bought it from charged a “restocking fee” of over 
$150, last time I buy anything from them.  Be sure you can 
return it for a full refund before you buy.
 I have purchased 5 different trailcams, and have only 
kept the last one. Most of them didn’t work the way they 
were suppose to. I.e. the night pictures didn’t show up 
at all, the sensing devices wouldn’t detect animals, the 
plastic on the fl ash fell off, and so forth. Be sure to check 
online to read updates, reviews on the trailcams you are 
looking to purchase. http://www.chasingame.com seems 
to be a reliable site with forums that is not selling cameras. 
Reviews from retailers are questionable.

 When setting a trailcam in the fi eld try to make sure 
the area in front of the camera is fairly clear. If you have 
a weed that is in front of the camera and moves with the 
wind you could end up with a lot of  weed pictures. The 
sun sometimes causes cameras to take pictures, try to aim 
it so it doesn’t get direct sunlight. A 45-degree angle to the 
trail where you are anticipating taking the picture seems 
to work the best for capturing moving animals. If you can 
aim the cam above the ground, 2-3 feet you will get a lot 
less chipmunk pictures.
 Battery life is a critical part of the trailcam workings. 
Nighttime fl ashes will drain a battery more quickly than 
setting the cam to take daytime pictures only. There are 
solar panels that will recharge your batteries so they will 
last a long time, but they will also make your cam more 
visible.
 Security is also a concern. Some of the high-end cameras 
can cost $1,000, you don’t want that camera to gain legs. 
You can lock most cameras with a cable, but somebody 
could saw the tree down. I had a cam where somebody 
burned the lens with a cigarette. My preference is to avoid 
places where people have much chance of even fi nding 
the camera. I also prefer a spot I can put it under a log or 
in a stump where it is dark. I build up the sides so that it 
is focused on the trail, but you can’t see it unless you are 
directly in front of it.
 National parks will pick up any camera they fi nd and 
consider it abandoned property. Private property is more 
limited in public exposure, but there are still plenty of 
cams that come up missing.
 Trail cams will let you see things you might have 
missed.  There are almost always surprises about the 
animals that are in the area and the times they are moving 
around.  The trailcams I’m familiar with have taken lots of 
pictures of deer, elk, bear, coyotes and the once in a while 
cougar or bobcat.  There doesn’t seem to be a consistent 
pattern to Blacktail movement, but that could just be the 
places I’ve put the cameras.  There’s a lot to learn, but it’s 
an enjoyable off season activity.

by Ed Scullywest
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The Western States Rendezvous was held on Memorial Day 
weekend, and it was a great event for archery, sponsored 
by TBW and hosted by Traditional Bowhunter magazine. 

With over 400 registered shooters, there was lots of activities for 
everyone — vendors, seminars, kids, dogs, and lots of shooting!  
It was one of the largest archery events of the year and was put 
together simply for the love of archery.
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John Hill
Authorized Martin Dealer

Not your typical Pro Shop
Traditional & Compound • Supplies and Tuning Services

Traveling Pro Shop • Certifi ed Level 2 Instructor

360-886-0834
or 206-769-6840 cell
hilltoparch@aol.com

Enumclaw, Washington

At this time of the year, every 
bowhunter is optimistic about 
the upcoming season.  However, 
The Washington Bowhunter runs 
out of photos from last season. 
If you were lucky enough to kill 
something last year, please send 
a picture to the newsletter; e-mail 
Bowhunter Editor David Hell at 
davidh@graphicsplusseattle.com.

If you want to add some 
excitement to your photo, send 
your telephone number and a 
member of our elite editorial 
committee can call you, take notes 
on your interesting story, and make 
it a full feature in an upcoming 
newsletter. 

Have an opinion you’d like to 
share? Write a letter to the editor 
and tell us about a topic that you 
have an interest in and would like 
to share. 

wanted:
your words

and pictures!
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Bowhunter’s Guide to 
Accurate Shooting 
Author: Lon Lauber

I was a little skeptical when I fi rst found this book in the 
library, but library books are free, so why not give it a 
read.  I was so pleasantly surprised after reading it that I 
bought it so I could reference it in the future.
 A lot of beginning style bowhunter books come up 
short when you start to read them.  Some are too self-
promoting, others have a limited point of view on what is 
THE RIGHT WAY to do something.   I’ve started at least a 
half dozen that I never fi nished.
 Lon’s book draws on a wealth of experience. The 
sections of the book cover Equipment, Preparation and 
Putting It All Together. 
 From the fi rst section here is a paragraph about 
broadheads:

The best broadhead for bowhunting is the one you are most 
confi dent with. With the plethora of choices available, what 
criteria does a bowhunter consider when choosing a broadhead? 
I believe there are eight crucial factors to consider: accuracy, 
sharpness, design/quality, fl ight noise, convenience, penetration, 
cut area and cost.
 In this chapter he offers his opinions on each of these 
factors, what works and maybe what doesn’t work so well.  
He has done a lot of experimenting with his equipment, 
more than most of us will ever have the time to do, and 
this allows him to say both the good points and the 
tradeoffs for a variety of situations. At the conclusion of 
this chapter he says that he has had good luck with four 

different brands of broadheads, but also knows that other 
archers have had consistent results with an additional 
eight other brands of broadheads.
 Here is the conclusion for the book:

When it comes to the moment of truth, you should ooze 
with confi dence because all the equipment choices, tackle setup, 
practice and preparation have been attended to with due diligence-
long before the hunt. Shot placement via accurate shooting is 
priority one, everything else goes way down the totem pole of 
importance.
 Remember, keep your equipment simple and set it up to 
be forgiving. Be safe and legal. Encourage youngsters and 
newcomers to bowhunt. Be supportive and thoughtful of other’s 
equipment choices.
 And, most of all, have fun!
 This is an excellent book not only for a beginning 
bowhunter, but anyone who might like to gain some 
insights into more accurate shooting.

BOOK REVIEW by Ed Scullywest

Over the Winter of ’52-’53 my father Glenn St. Charles launched 
a new and exciting project: a full working recurve bow utilizing a 
relatively new material - fi berglass - in combination with hardwood 
laminations. Most innovative were its long handle riser and its 
relatively short, fully working recurved limbs.

At the time of its introduction in the Spring of 1953 the St. Charles 
Thunderbird recurve was truly unique. By the Spring of 1957 nearly 
all recurve bows in production mirrored the Thunderbird’s basic 
style. Glenn produced a total of approximately 300 Thunderbird 
recurves from early 1953 to 1954 before he chose to forego bow 
production so he could devote greater attention to his vision of the 
future of bowhunting.

In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the St. Charles 
Thunderbird Recurve I am proud offer a special limited reproduction 
series of 300 of this legendary recurve bow. These individually 
numbered Second Generation Thunderbird Recurves feature 
laminations and riser of hand selected naturally seasoned Pacifi c 
Yew, clear glass backing, horn tip overlays and wrapped leather 
grip. They are made to the original 63” Thunderbird form and as 
in the original, each is confi gured both RH/LH . They also carry 

the narrow, light tipped recurve limb that was a hallmark of this 
classic bow. They are available in draw weights from 35# to 65#, 
with delivery approximately six months from date of order. These 
special bows are numbered beginning with No. 101. Specifi c serial 
numbers are reserved on a fi rst come, fi rst served basis, with the 
numbers 101 through 110 withheld.

Price: $650.00; Deposit $325.00 required to reserve each bow, 
balance due upon completion.

To order, contact:

Jay St. Charles, Pacifi c Yew Inc. 
P.O. Box 721, Fall City, WA 98024
(425) 761-3696   •   email: info@selfbow.com

50th Anniversary Limited Series Thunderbird Recurves
Yew Longbows - Bowcrafting Workshops - Jack’s Traditional Archery Leather
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Photos by

Ed Beitner
of Alaska
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MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS

( ) Basic.....................................................$15.00 
( ) Supporting............................................$25.00
 *2% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 1..........................................$50.00
 *3% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 2..........................................$75.00
 *5% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 3........................................$100.00
 *10% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Life membership (Payment Plan Available)......$400.00
( ) Second family member..........................$5.00
 Name ____________________________
( ) Dealer Membership..............................$75.00
 *Listing on “Support Our Dealers” page

( ) I’d like to give a $15 gift membership to:

Name (please print) ____________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

City, State, Zip ________________________________________________

Phone(  )______________ EMail Address __________________________

Washington State BowhunterS Membership Application
Name (please print)  ____________________________________________________________

Street  __________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip  ______________________________________________________________________

Phone (    _____________________________EMail Address _____________________________________
( ) check here for change of address/phone number    

MERCHANDISE
( ) WSB Decal * ...............................................$1.00
( ) WSB Patch * ...............................................$4.00
( ) WSB Logo Travel Mug  ..............................$5.00
( ) WSB Logo Camo hat  ...............................$12.00
( ) WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL)  .............$12.00
( ) WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (2XL)  ...................$14.00
( ) WSB Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL)  .....................$13.00
( ) WSB Camo T-Shirt (2XL)  ...........................$15.00
( ) Youth Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL)  ....................$12.00
( ) WSB Cotton Twill Shirts (Special Order Only)  ..$30.00
 * Free Shipping

Send Application and Order with check or money order to:
 WSB c/o Kim Pignotti, Treasurer

12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374

 SUBTOTAL $____________________
Shipping & Handling add $5.00

TOTAL ENCLOSED $___________________

Bowhunter Defense 
Fund Contribution  $_____________

Support your right to hunt! Become a member of WSB

Joi
n
Now

!

Cascade Taxidermy
Award Winning 

Birds / Mammals / Fish

5604 114th Avenue CT E • Puyallup, WA 98372-2719
Email: cascadetaxidermy@yahoo.com

Phone: (253) 445-6116 or (253) 318-5923 • Fax: (253) 445-6116
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U.S. POSTAGE 
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SEATTLE WA

PERMIT NO. 1176

Washington State Bowhunters
12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Professional 
Coaching by:
Bob Hickey

www.nextsteparchery.com

Full Service Pro Shop and Proud Bow Dealer of 
HOYT, MARTIN, PARKER, PSE

• Yearly Memberships with 24/7 access
• League Nights

• Target Archery and Bow Hunting 
 Equipment Sales and Service

• 20 yard Indoor Archery Range 
 with 26 lanes

NEW LOCATION!

NEWLY EXPANDED PRO SHOP · 26 ARCHERY LANES
NEW LOCATION!

22313  70th Ave West
Mountlake Terrace, WA  98043

425-672-8080
HOURS:

Tues–Fri:  12 Noon – 10 pm
Sat:  Noon – 6 pm  •  Sun & Mon:  Closed

www.thenockpoint.com
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